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~ranshori zoll vhf a nd uhf fields ex hi bit de~p fades o r la rge s ignal enhance ments of several 
hours .duratlOll , as the propagatlOll mec hamsm altern ates between par t ia l reflection and 
scattenng caused by t urbulent dielectri c fluctuations in t he atmosphere. Such a lternat ions 
occ ur when strong refractIve layers de velop below 3,000 ft. Surface wind strea mlin e a nalyses 
show ~hat mes?scale ce?ters of co nvergence or dIvergence cause local redis tribution of 
refractIve layenng, tendmg to produce t he cha nge from one mechanism to t he other. 

Current scatterin g t heory and t he empirical findin gs of others a re exam in ed to determin e 
~he gross meteorological factors t hat influence changes in scattered fields . The two variables 
111 t he t urbulent scatterin g coeffi cients, t he scattering a ngle a nd t he in te ns ity of dielectric 
fluctua t IOns at hI gh wave numbers, .are found to be dependent upon the refrac t ive laye rin g 
a nd the t h ermal s~abllLty of t he a ll·mass . It h as bee n shown elsewhe re that refr activ ity 
a nd s tablhty are pnnClpally fun ctIOns of the ver t ical velocity in t he atmosphere. It is shown 
here that t he dIrectIOn a nd relatIve magn itude of t he vertical velocity can be inferred f rom 
t he upper- t roposp her:ic wind velocity diyerge.nce . Received scattere·d signals are found to 
be well co rrelated WIth co mputed velocIty divergence. 

I t IS suggested t hat the va ri at ions of scattered signal level or range can be predicted in 
a routIne manner by r egul a r meteo rological personnel usin g ordin a rily available meteoro
logIcal data. 

1. Introduction 

Fu.t ure Navy communication networks and early 
warmng ra~ar may depend to a great extent upon the 
troposphenc scatter mode of radio propagation. 
The devel?pment of high-gain low-noise receivers 
and sta:tlstlcal target identification techniques makes 
the vhi and uhf region of the radio spectrum useful 
for ranges well beyond t he radio horizon. 

The signal in the far transhorizon r eO"ion is char
acterized by a rapidly fluctuating pow~r amplitude 
s~penmposed on a more slowly chan ging average 
sJ.gnal level. T~le rate of fast fading depends on 
dIstance and radlOfrequency, indicating the existence 
of (uncorrelated multipath transmission from num
erous moving scattering centers . Th e slow fading 
has seasonal, average diurnal, and random day-to
d~y or hourly c?mponents. Seasonal and average 
dmrnal f1uctuatlOns are amenable to statistical 
analy.sis. and are l?redictable within relatively nar
r?w h~lllt~ ) [1).2 111e random daily or hourly varia
tlOns 111 slgnal level have been less well understood. 
?,hese. are the fluctuations in signal level (or range) 
m WhiCh the Navy may be most interested. 

The b est current t heories explain the scatter prop a
gatl~m mcch~nism by m~king use of scattering co
e~cIen.t8 whlOh are functlOnally related to the gross 
refractIvIty of. t he lo~ver atmosphere and the intensity 
of t urbulen t dlClect!'lc fluctuatlOns at radiofrequency
depe~dent scale SIzes. The scat tering coefficients 
are difficult to measure and , at the present time are 
unpredictable. It is possible to predict some aspects 
of the atmosphere's refractive structure which from 
clemen tar.'" considerations of theory, are most'likely 

1 U.S. ~avy Electronics Laboratory, Sa n Diego 52, Cali r. 
2 Figures in brackcts indicate the literature references at t be end of this paper. 
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to control the magnitude of the scattering coeffi
cients and hence the transhorizon signal strength. 

This report indicates the meteorological factors 
which appear to control the electromagnetic scatter
ing mechanism and suggests an operational method 
for predicting the direction and relative magnitude 
of signal level change. 

2. Discussion of Theoretical and Empirical 
ReI a tionships 

The theories proposed to explain the large othE'r
than-diffraction transhorizon fields are based on two 
propagation mechanisms: (1) partial reflection of in
cident radiation by horizontally stra tified dielectric 
layers [2 , 3, 4], and (2) scattering by t urbulent dis
continuities in the dielectric structure of the atmos
phere [5 , 6, 7]. The phenomenon of partial reflection 
has been recognized and studied for over ten years. 
In the microwave region, for usual refractive gradi
ents, the effect of layers decreases exponentially with 
height, so that reflections of this sort become unim
portant for layers above about 3,000 ft. More 
recently, Bauer, Friis, et al. [8 , 9] theorized that 
energy may be partially reflected in much the same 
manner from thin, highly refractive sublamina within 
the region illuminated by both antennas. R efrac
tometer measurements made during convective at
mospheric conditions by Navy Electronics Labora
tory (NEL) failed to show the existence of such 
layering at times when transhorizon radio transmis
sion was normal. It is likely that, under conditions 
of a well-established elevated layer , both propagation 
mechanisms may exist concurrently [10], but t hat in 
the absence of strong relatively low elevated layers, 
the t urbulent scattering mechanism is dominant. 



The turbulent scattering theories, following the 
original work of Booker and Gordon [5], postulate in 
common an equation of the general form : 

1 
Prcx: -. - 0 F(K). (1) 

SInn -
2 

P r = received power, 
O= intersection angle of rays from transmitter 

and receiver, 

K = 47r sin £ 
h 

A= radio wavelength, 
F(K) = function of dielectric fluctuation intensity at 

wave number, k, and 
n = exponent, dependen t on form of F. 

By incorporating the modern theories of turbulence 
put forth by Obukhoff, Kolmogoroff, and others with 
radio scattering theory, Batchelor [7] found that, for 
an isotropic radiator, n has the value 11 /3. For 
propagation with narrow beam antennas, the expo
nent becomes 14/3. It should be noted that for 
grazing propagation and ducting gradients, expres
sion (1) fails; propagation is line-of-sight and, dis
regarding focusing effects, power is maximized . 

2.1. Scattering Angle 

The strong dependence of signal level upon scat
tering angle (mean refractive gradients) is demon
strated in figure 1. The abscissa is the signal level 
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FIGURE 1. Scattered field signal level as a function of scattering 
angle and refractive gradients in a homogeneous refmctive 
atmosphere normalized to standard gradient. 
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in decibels above that received in a standard atmos
phere (- 12 N units/103 ft) for ratios of the standard 
atmosphere scattering angle to the actual scattering 
angle (ordinate on the left) given by the N gradients 
(along the right of the graph). It is noteworthy 
that with high signal levels and near-ducting gra
dients, deep fades usually associated with other 
modes of propagation can occur with very slight 
changes in the low level refractive gradients. 

A method for determining the scattering angle 
from the r efractive index profiles over the scatter 
propagation link is outlined in appendix A. The 
method is generalized for a multilayered atmosphere, 
the layers having a limited degree of horizontal 
homogenei ty. 

Other investigators concerned with developing 
methods for predicting transhorizon fields through 
use of meterorological parameters have found cor
relation between scattered fields and low-level re
fractive gradients. Bean [1], reasoning that lower 
tropospheric refractive gradients are directly related 
to the surface value of r efractive index, found 
statistical correlation between transhorizon fi elds 
and the surface refract ivity. Misme [11], using a 
weighted average tropospheric refractivity, found 
correlation between this "useful gradient" and the 
received signal. 

Time-averaged low-level refractive gradients have 
been shown by Moler and Arvola [12], to be princi
pally a function of the large-scale vertical motions 
in the atmosphere. Later in this report , computa
tions of convergence at the 300-millibar (mb) level 
and the implied subsidence (see app. B) throughout 
the troposphere are compared with the development 
and descent of a strong refractive layer and the 
resultant change in scattering angle and radio signal 
strength. 

Low-level gradients may also be temporarily 
altered with the development of minor eddies in 
the surface wind flow. Occasionally, during the 
NEL scatter propagation experiments, radio signal 
levels and characteristics would indicate a change 
in the propagation mechanism from scattering to 
partial reflections. Subsequent analysis of the small
scale wind circulations showed that local regions of 
convergence (divergence) which develop within a 
relatively homogeneous large-scale weather r egime 
cause raising (lowering) of refractive layers and, 
consequently, a change from one dominant mode of 
propagation to another. Examples of this will be 
given in a later section of this report. 

2.2 Turbulent Dielectric Fluctuations 

Little is known about the variation of intensity 
of turbulent dielectric fluctuations at wave numbers 
important for microwave scattering as a function 
of the meterorological situation. Recent work by 
Gossard [13] indicated that the refractive index 
spectral intensity at high wavenumbers in the inertial 
subrange of turbulence is only wealdy dependent 
upon atmospheric stability or refractive gradients. 
From this work, it may be concluded that variations 



in signal level result almost entircly from refractive 
changes in scattering angle or that there are thin 
zones of quite variable t urbulent intensity which 
superimpose an amplitude modulation upon a low 
average signal. 

Batchelor [7] suggested that the fluctuations of 
refractive index may be due to tmbulent convection 
in the presence of a spatial gradient of mean refrac
tive index. If this suggestion is correct, it seems 
likely that the greatest intensity of dielectric fluctua
tion would occur along the lower boundary of 
elevated stable layers (refractive layers) where con
vective energy from the lower , less stable region is 
absorbed and dissipated. 

Based on empirical evidence, Misme [11] found 
that "for equal refractive index gradients, the atmos
pher e which is characterized by the greatest stability 
permits the highest fields to be r eceived from a 
great distance." By "equal gradients", he meant the 
refractivity which determines the scattering angle. 

Gordon [14], using assumed valu es of fluctuation 
intensity, concluded that the contribution of scat
tered energy from a single turbulent layer may be 
greater than that from the remaining common 
volume. rrhe theories of partial reflection [2 , 3, 4, 
8, 9] require the presence of highly refractive sub
strata wit hin a mean refractive gradient with greatest 
radio fields associated with in tense elevated refrac
tive layers. 

All evidence indicates that depar tures of radio 
fields from a low ambient level can best be forecast 
indirectly through a prediction of the atmospheric 
thermal stability. It is well knowD that, in general, 
atmospheric stability is largely a function of the 
vertical componen ts of the winds. At the onset of 
subsidence, refractive layers develop; continuous 
subsidence causes lowering and intensification of the 
layers and increases the thermal stability of the air
mass. Rising motion tends first to elevate the layers 
and later to cause their complete dissipation . 

The behavior of radio signal levels under the in
fluence of positive as opposed to negative vertical 
mot ion will be shown in a later section. The method 
for deducing the sign and relative magnitude of the 
vertical wind component from upper tropospheric 
constant press me maps will be found in appendix B. 

3 . Operations 

In January 1958, NEL activated tIu'ee trans
horizon radio links which were in periodic operation 
until mid-April. Stations at Santa Barbara (190 
statute miles) and at Point Mugu (144 statute miles) 
transmitted 9,380 Mc (X-band) and 1,365 Mc (L
band) pulsed signals. A third station on San 
Clemente I sland (78 statute miles) transmitted at 
9,380 Mc only. All receivers were located on Point 
Loma, San Diego. Figure 2 is a map of the southern 
California operating area. Signal levels used in this 
report were measured over I-min intervals on 
integrating equipment and recorded in decibels with 
respect to 1 milliwatt. 
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FIGURE 2. Navy Electronics Laboratory scalier propagation 
experiment operations area. 

StronO" low-level elevated refractive layers are a 
dominm~t featm e along t he southern California coast 
and frequently cause ducting or abnormally strong 
signal enhancement from internal reflections when 
t he layers are lower than about 3,000 ft [3, 4]. In 
order to avoid such conditions, the links were placed 
in operation only when there was a reaonable assur
ance that refractive layers would be absent or at a 
high elevation. Synoptic experience has shown t~lat 
airmasses ar e most unstable and thermal layerll1g 
absent when under the influence of a strong cyclonic 
circulation tbJ:ough most of the troposphere. For 
this reason, the bulk of data was taken during periods 
when a deep low pressure system at the 500-mb level 
(18,000 ft) was near or over the r adio link . 

R adio link operations were d iscontinucd whenever 
signal characteristics indicated t hat a propagation 
mode other than scattering was dominant and likely 
to continue. U nfort unately, as a result very litt le 
data were taken during periods of high signal level 
and condit ions of airmass subsidence. 

The southern California sectional maps were con
structed from hourly airways teletype reports and 
from weather logs of two aircraft carriers which were 
operating in coastal waters. The surface synoptic 
and 500-mb charts m'e copies of N ational Weather 
Analysis Center maps transmi tted over the facsimile 
network Calculations of vorticity advection at the 
300-mb levels were made from maps plotted at NEL, 
using data from the Daily Bulletin of Northern 
H emisphere D ata Tabulations published by the 
U.S. W eather Bureau . 

4 . Measurements 

4.1. Signal Level and Refractive Layering 

rrhe constant pressure contours for the 300-mb 
pressure surface for 1600 P.s.t., March .16 to 19! l;Lr e 
shown in figure 3. The field of r elatIve vortlClty 
(dashed lines) indicates positive vorticity advection 
(horizontal divergence) east of the upper level trough 
and negative vorticity advection (horizontal con
vergence) west of the t rough. From continuity con-
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FIGURE 3. Three Inmdred millibar pressw'e-height contouTS (solid) and isopleths oJ relative vorl'icity (dashed ) in units of 1O- 5t-1 

at 1600 P .s .t. for (a) 16 M.w·ch (b) 17 Nlarch (c) 18 March (d) 19 March. 

siderations (app. B), positive vorticity advection 
implies negative vertical velocities . Figure 4 shows 
\7. V 300 mb as a function of t ime compared with a 
series of refractive index profiles derived from the 
Los Angeles radiosonde observations. The func
tional relationship between the scattering angle 8 
and the refractive gradients has been derived in 
appendix A. Figure 5 shows the scattering angle for 
the grazing ray and height of the common volume for 
the Santa Barbara link during the 3-clay period. 
The upper eurve shows the signal level as a function 
of the scattering angle normalized for a standard 
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atmosphere. The second curve is the radio field 
strength for the Santa Barbara X-band link for the 
period 0800 to 1600 P.s.t., 19 March. Radio data 
were not taken the previous days. 

On March 26 there was an anomalous 20-db 
enhancemen t of signal level during a 3-hr period near 
noon that appeared unexplainable on the basis of 
radiosonde data or by vertical velocities inferred 
from the upper-troposphere' divergence field. The 
refractive index profiles reduced from Los Angeles 
radiosonde observations for 0400 P.s.t. and 1600 
P .s .t . show an elevated layer near 4,000 ft (fig. 0) 
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IFIGURE 5. Upper CUTve indicales power depending upon 
scatteTing angle, 0, for the peTiod 17 to 19 MW'ch 1958. 
S econd curve shows the received poweT in decibels per milliwaU 
for Santa Barbara X band. The lower two cw'ves show lhe 
heighl of lhe scallering volume, h v, and the scattering angle, 0, 
during lhe same period. 

and computations of \7. V made at 300 mb (upper 
,curve fig. 6) indicate a continuous reduction in 
stability taking place. A series of isobaric and 

I
streamline southern. California sectional char~s were 
analyzed at hourly mtervals for the day. FIgure 7 
Ishows the map series and includes the large-scale 
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synopLic chart for 1000 P .. t. F igure 8 is the Santa 
Barbara X -band signal for the c1a~T . From figure 7, 
at 0900 P.s.t. , a cyclonic edd~- with two centers 
nortbwest of San Diego l a~- across t he Santa Barbara 
radio link. Streamlines indicate convergence and 
conseq uen t upwell ing of the surface air in the con
vergent areas. By 1] 00 P . . t. Lhe c.i'donic eddy had 
weakened , due Lo the onseL of a sea breeze and sub
sequen t low-level diverge nce and ubs iden ee of air 
over the Catalina channel. Th e 1200 P.s.t . map 
shows only a weak remna,nt of a zone of convergence 
sou th of Point M ugu and signals have risen 20 db. 
By 1300 P.s.t. offsh ore convergence had ceased 
entirely and signals h ad reached a peak level for the 
day shortly before 1300 P.s.t. The 1300 P.s.t. map 
indicates a strengthening of t he pressure trough Dorth 
of Point Mugu with a tendency for the trough to 
extend seaward . Signal levels started to fall after 
1300 P.s.t. By 1500 P.s.t., the convergence zone 
had undergone strong redevelopment across the 
Santa Barbara link an d signal levels had fallen about 
22 db from the peak level. 

4.2. Signal Level and Upper-Tropospheric 
Divergence 

During the period 26- 28 March inclusive, the 
radio links were in operation from 0800 P .s.t. to 1600 
P.s.t . daily. The weather regime was dominated by 
an upper-level cyclone which developed off the 
northwest coast of California and moved sou theast
ward across the radio link. A series of 500-fib 
height contour charts drawn at 12-hr intervals during 



o 
1200 PST 

FIGURE 7. (A) SlLrface synoptic chart 1000 P .s.t. 26 Marchi 
1958. (B - F) Sea level isobaric and streamline maps for 
sout hern ,,california coastal waters dlLring 26 March 1958. 

Dasbed curves::are isobars, solid arrows indicate surface wind streamlines. 
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1958. 

the-period are shown in figure 9. The isopleths are 
contours of the height of the 500-mb pressure sur
face drawn for 200-ft intervals. The velocity 
divergence along the streamlin es 5° upstream from 
the operating area was computed for each map dur
mg the period. Figure 10 is a graph of the velocity 
divergence at 500 mb and average signal level !'e
ceived from the Santa Barbara L-band and Pomt 
Mugu X-band transmitters, both plotted as a func
tion of time. The signal levels are average values 
for the periods 0800- 1000 P.s.t ., and 1400 to 1600 
P.s .t. plotted at 0900 and 1500 P .s.t ., respectively, 
and connected with a smooth curve. Solid portions 
of!the curve are for hours of ra.dio transmissio.n . The 
dashed curves are extrapolatlOns of the sohd curve 
slopes . Unfortunately , periods of radio silence were 
longer than transmission periods so that one can 
only assume that the signal strength curves are 
reasonably close to those extrapolated. Although it 
would be impossible to prediet absolu te signal level, 
the correlation between the sign and relative magni
t udes of the time derivatives of the curves is good . 

Computations of vorticity advection were made 
at the 500-mb pressure level for all days when there 
was a reasonably good sample of radio data and at 
the 300-mb level for periods of partieular meteoFo
logical in terest. Signal levels for the 2-h1: p enod 
nearest map time were averaged for the condltlOns of 
positive and negative vorticity advection. (positive 
and negative vertical yelocities). Table 1 gives these 

TABLE 1. Average values of signal level for conditions of positive 
and negative vertical wind velocities 

w> O w< O 
Pt. Magu and Santa Barbaral ___ --.-_ _ _ .I ___ -,-__ _ 

transmitters 

Hz ________ ____ ___ ____ . _____ _ _ 
FL .••............... •• ...... 
M •. . . . . . ..... . .............. 
ML ___ . _ .... _. __ . _______ . - __ . 

500 mb 

- 69. 5 
- 67.0 
-68.4 
-66.0 

300 mb 

-71. 0 
-70.0 
-67. j 
- 71.0 

500 mb 300 mb 

-62.1 - 63.8 
-57.6 - 60. 0 
-58.4 - 6l.0 
-62.3 - 64. 4 

average values of signal under the two conditions 
from a sample size of 33 at the 500-mb level and 18 
at the 300-mb level. Both the X - and L-band signal 
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levels are significantly higher under condition of 
subsidence ,"vi th no apparent frcquency dependency 
to be noted. 

5. Results and Conclusions 

Other surface streamlin e charts and upper-Lropo
spheric synoptic series were analyzed, bu t to present 
the results here would be repetitious and redundant. 
All concurrent meteorological and radio signal level 
analyses showed essentially the same features as 
indicated in the previous sections. 

During the NEL experiment, sea level values of 
refractive index were essentially invariant with t ime, 
yet signal levels ranged over approximately 60 db . 
It seems clear that for over-water paths, shor t-term 
propagation characteristics are independent of sur
face refractivity. 

N onducting low-level refractive layers influence 
trans horizon fields in two ways: (1) refraction and 
subseq uen t dccreasp of scattering angle, and (2) 
partial reflection at the in terfaces of superrefractive 
layers as the layers approaeh critical reflection 
heights and in tensities. The second effect domina tes 
for layers below about 2,000 ft. For example, if after 
Batchelor [7], a dielectric fluctuation spectrum of tbe 
form E ([{) cc [{-It is accepted, then for narrow-beam 
propagation , the received power dependency upon 
scattering angle would be Pr cc fJ j2- J..j· . Assuming 
standard propagation early in the morning of March 
19, tbe Los Angeles sounding for 1600 P.s.t. March 19 
(fig. 4) would indicate a lessening of scattering angle 
sufficient to cause a 12.7-db rise in signal level (fig. 
5) . The actual rise in signal was approximately 35 
db . In order to account for snch a signal rise by 
refraction, the scattering angle would have had to 
decrease by nearly one-sixth. It i unlikely that the 
overwater refractive gradients were sufficiently 
grea tel' than thosc shown by the Los Angeles 
radioso nde to account for this mueh refraction. 
One is forced to conclude that the partial reflection 
mechanism becomes more important for transhorizon 
propagation than scattering when relatively low 
layers are presen t. This suggcsts that the refractive 
index climatology charts for oceanic areas [15] 
could be useful for determining the distribution of 
dominant modes of transhorizon propagation. 

The short term prediction of change of radio range 
for oceanic areas becomes greatly simplified if the 
problem can be looked upon as one concerning only 
changes in thermal stability. Except for eoastal re
gions where continental ail' may undergo rapid mod
ification, refraetive layering and thermal stability 
over the oceans are principally functions of vertical 
wind velocities. Techniques for computing exactly 
or making qualitative estimates of the vertical wind 
velocities similar to the one outlined in appendix B 
are familiar to meteorologists. It is likely that 
satisfactory estimates of radio scatter propagation 
ranges can be made indirectly from regularly avail
able weather charts. 
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FIGURE 9. Five hundred millibar pressure-surface contour charts at 12-hr intervals f1'011l 0400 P.s.t. 26 MaTch to 0400 P .s.t. 
28 March. 
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FIGURE 10. Santa Barbara L-band and Point .)\I[1lgU X-band 
signal levels and 500-mb velocity divergence for 0400 P. s.t . 
fOI' ~26 March to 1600 P .s.t. 28 March inclusive. 
Daslled signal level curves are extrapolated values for periods of radio silence. 

6 . Appendix A: Scattering Angle and Height 
of the Common Scattering Volume 

The scattering volume is the portion of atmosphere 
common to both transmitting and receiving antenna 
beams. The acute angle at the beam intersection is 
called the scattering angle. It is possible to com
pute the height of the base of the scattering volume 
and the magnitude of the scattering angle from the 
gross refractive index profile reduced from radiosonde 
or refractometer data. 

The atmospheric model (fi g. 11) assumes horizon
tal homogeneity of a refractive layer for the distance 
that a ray segment remains within the layer. The 
number of refractive layers may vary with distance 
over the scattering link. The horizontal distribu tion 
of vertical refractive index gradien ts may be in ter
polated from soundings taken near ei ther end of the 
radio link. 

In figure ll, unprimed quantities refer to param
eters b etween the transmitting (receiving) antenna 
and the beam intersection ; primed quantities refer 
to parameters between the intersection and the 
receiving (transmitting) antenna. Symbol meanings 
are as follows: 
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A = antenna heights, 
do = distance to the radio horizon, 
di=projection on the ear th of the ray path in 

the i-th layer, 
D = distance between antennas, 
W i= thickness of i-th layer, 
1\IJ= modified refractive index= (n - 1) X lOt> 

+ 0.048 h, 
h.=height of base of the common volume, 
O= scattering angle. 

S ubscrip t v refers to the refractive layer wherein 
the beams intersect. From figure ll : 

(A I ) 

Th e angle which the ray makes with the local 
horizon tal upon emerging from the n -th layer is given 
by 

(A2) 

For the case of grazing propagation a o is the angle 
the ray makes with the horizon and is zero. For 
noograzing propagation a o is the elevation angle of 
the antenna beam. Figure 12 is a graph of 2TiVdM/dh 
as a function of wand 6.1'\11/1,000 f t. Figure 13 is a 
nomographic solution of (A2). The incremental 
distances do and d, can be easily determined from 
figure 14, the solution of 

(A3) 

The parameter H is either antenna height or the 
depth of the surface-based refractive layer at each 
end of the link. 

The ~ncremental distances di from d2 to d.-1 may be 
determmed from figure 15, a graphical solution of 

(A4) 

S may now be determined according to (AI ). 
The r emaining distances, d. and do', are given by 
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(A5) 

(A6) 

The height of the base of the common volume is now 
determined from 

_ ( Belv elM) v-I 
h,-d, a v- l + lO 2(lhv +~Wi (A7) 

and the scattering angle from 

- + '+ 0-6SdM O- a v a v 1 dh; (AS) 

FIGURE 11. Schematic diagram of scatter propagation link with nonhomogeneous, layered 
atmosphere . 
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7. Appendix B 

7.1. Method for Estimating the Relative Magnitude 
and Direction of the Vertical Component of the 
Wind 

I t may become necessary for the radio meteorolo
gist to prepare operational propagation forecasts for 
areas wher e machine-computed vertical velocity 
charts are not available. The following simple 
m ethod for obtaining a "better-than-guess" estimate 
of the vertical-motion field is suggested as a forecast 
aid. 

'rhe atmospheric model assumes the following 
conditions: 

1. An equivalent barotropic level (or level of non
divergence) exists in the midtroposphere, usually at 
a lower altitude than the 500-mb surface and cer
tainly below the 300-mb surface. 

2. The horizontal wind velocity divergence changes 
sign at the level of nondivergence (from here on 
"LND") on the vertical coordinate and at no other 
elevation. 

3. The direction and magnitude of vertical velocity 
throughout the tropospher e are the same in sign and 
proportional in magnitude to those at the LND. 

4. Vertical velocities are noneAristent at the surface 
of the earth and the outer boundary of the atmos
phere. 

One form of the equation of continuity is 
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where p= density of the air, V= horizontal wind 
velocity vector, \i' = horizontal gradient operator, 
Z = vertical coordinate, llT= vertical wind velocity, 

In tegration of (Bl) from the LND to the outer 
atmosphere resulLs in 

(pWhND= V. \i'pdZ + ./ clZ+ p\i" VclZ. f '" j' ''' 0 f '" 
LND L ND u t L N D 

(B2) 

It is usually observed t hat op/ol« p\i" V so that under 
most circumstances (B2-b) may be disregarded. It 
is also observed that cold air advection below the 
tropopause is accompanied by warm air advection 
in the stratosphere. For such a case (B2-a)-70. 
With these assumptions (B2) reduces to 

(W)LND~- p\i'·VdZ . 1 f '" 
P LND 

Horizontal velocity divergence is defined as 

OV 01J 
\i"V= - + Vos on 

(B3) 

in the natural coordinate system. Evaluation di
rectly from the wind field is difficult to accomplish 
with any degree of accuracy. For this reason an 
alternate expression for the integrand of (B3) is 
sought. 



The vorticity equation is expressed 

(B 4) 

where r is the vertical component of the absolute 
vortIcIty. The substantial derivative equated to its 
partial components is 

(B 5) 

where s is along the streamlines. Substituting eq 
(B 5) in (B3) we have 

1 [1 '" P 0 r ~ J' '" p 0 r (W) LND = -- - ::;-dZ + - v::;- dZ 
P LND r vt LND r v S 

+ f '" ~W~dZJ' (B6) JLND r oZ 
The fhst integral on the right becomes proportion
ately smaller with increasing height above the LND 
and at the 300-mb level is generally quite small com
pared with the second integral. This is merely a 
statement that, in general, the winds blow through 
the pressure contours faster than the pressure con
tours are moving. The third integral is small because 
in the integral over the entire upper atmosphere the 
only contribution can p.ass throu~h t.he lower bound
ary, Because the vertIcal veloc.lty IS several orders 
of magnitude smaller than hOl'lzontal components, 
the contribution cannot be great. 

We can then write 

W 1i'" PV or lZ (hND~-- - - c ' 
P LND r os (B7) 

The absolute vorticity, r=j +rr, and its gradient 
or/os= oj/os + ot,/os may be evaluated ~irectly from 
a constant pressure chart. The gradwnt of the 
Coriolis term or/os is, under most circumstances, at 
least an ordm: of magnitude less than the gradient of 
relative vorticity, orr/os. 

The magnitude of the vertical compOne!lt ~f rel!1tive 
vorticity is r,= (ov/ox) - (ou/oy) SubStltutll1g m eq 
(B7) we have finally 

11'" P 0 (OV OU) r. (W)LND= - - V - -- - - - dZ 
P LND r os ox oy (B8) 

If the assumptions stated at first are reasonable 
then the sign of 

. [0 (OV OU)l (W)LND=-Slgn of os ox - oy 

Further the 300-mb level is near the jetstream 
(region ' of maximum winds) and (with somewhat 
less certainty) one can also say 

relative magnitude (WLND= relative magnitude of 
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- - - - -- 300 mb. V 0 (OV OU) 
r os ox oy 

7.2. Computation of r, 

The compu tation of relative vor ticity on a con
stant pressure chart is greatly simplified if one makes 
use of the geostrophi c wind approximation 

g dh U=---, 
o f ely 

The fini te difference equation for the relative vortic
ity is then 

(B9) 

The vorticity field is computed by r eading the con
stant pressure surface height at evenly spaced grid 
points and carrying out the computation 

where j is the Coriolis parameter (twice the angular 
velocity of the earth times the sine of the latit ude), 
g the acceleration of gravity, D is the grid spacing, 
and H I, Hz, H3, H4, H5 are the press ure surface 
heights at the points PI ... P5 as shown in figure 
16. The computed vorticity is the average value for 
the grid space and is plotted at P 5 • 

FIGURE 16. Schematic of grid used to compute relative vorticity 
on a constant pressure sUljace. 

In this report the relative vorticity was computed 
using a grid size of 5° latitude for a grid centered over 
Catalina Island and another grid 5° latitude upwind. 
The vorticity gradient was assumed to be the finite 
difference between rT at the two positions divided 
by the 5° latitude dis tance between points. 
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